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MEETING DATE:  March 03, 2022 

AGENDA ITEM:  6A 

PRESENTER:  David B Dickinson 

SUBJECT:  General Managers Report 

 

1.) Water loss:  January lost and unaccounted for water was at 11.7%. Down from December’s 30.5%. This lower 
number is based on better tracking techniques, and initiative-taking measures made by Field Staff.  

 

2.) An online post has come to our attention claiming that PSWID has eight contaminants in our water that are over 

the EWG (Environmental Working Group) guidelines. Please do your research folks. EWG is an American activist 

group that specializes in using “Fear-mongering tactics” as an effective strategy to sell products.  
 

PSWID is mandated to follow the Federal EPA and State ADEQ guidelines for contaminants. Our staff takes a 

tremendous amount of pride in what we do, and you can rest assured that all our wells are producing safe drinking 

water that meets all the requirements of Federal and State agencies. 

 

3.) Regarding the moratorium, we now have official data that shows we are in a deficit of 177 gallons per minute during 

peak summer months. This data also shows that if we fix all our leaks tomorrow, we will still have a deficit of 136 

gallons per minute, therefore we are increasing our efforts to get more deep wells. They are more dependable and 

typically produce more water. Geo-Logic has finished collecting data for siting the first deep well, and now we are 

waiting for SRP to get back to us with any objections. We have six potential locations lined up. 

 

4.) We are still actively looking at reactivating old wells and starting new water share agreements to be better prepared 

for summer. The first well we have evaluated for a water share only had a safe yield of 1 gallon per minute and will 

not be a good candidate. The second well had an 8-gpm yield which is on the edge to be cost-effective, we would 

like to see a stable 10 to 25 gpm if possible and those are a little harder to find in the shallow aquifer. 

 

5.) Heather and Morgan are updating our drought preparedness plan, they will be working with the water 

enhancement committee to finalize it. Once complete we are expecting to place a sign coming into Pine, and 

another coming into Strawberry, showing what stage we are at regarding water conservation (like the Smokey the 

Bear signage for fire stages), we are also working with ADOT on permitting.  

 

6.) Cool Pines B & C, this project is complete, we are waiting on documents to finalize it. The next project to start in 

April is “Pine Creek 2”, located on Pine Creek Drive, Lakeview, and Eastside Drive, in Pine 

 

7.) Crew certification training is ongoing, we have four people studying now. 
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